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Principal Chris Taylor is a big kid at heart!  He likes to challenge students to a
game of Connect 4 during lunch!

Celeste High School

On August 17th, school resumed
across the district of Celeste, and
with the new year came lots of
new changes. One of those was
the arrival of a new principal,
Christopher Taylor, at the high
school. As this is a big change for
parents and students alike, we
asked principal Taylor for a
moment of his time to discuss
some facts about himself, the 

school, and what his goals are for
the future of CHS.  

One thing Principal Taylor values
greatly is respect, but he
acknowledges that to get respect
you first have to give it. When
asked about his perspective on
being a leader and authority
figure for students, he
commented that, “I’ve always
believed that if you talk to young
adults like they are adults, you’ll
get more respect from them.”
This has shone true as over the
summer principal Taylor helped

relax the dress code, something
students have been very grateful
for.

He also emphasized that Celeste
has a very supportive community
for their extracurriculars, and
that he enjoys seeing all of the
areas where we succeed.

Between his school spirit, strong
moral code and care for
students, Principal Taylor has
paved the way for a great school
year for CHS.
Written by
Pitchfork Editor: Faolin Wilhelm



Principal Taylor Likes the Blue Devil Traditions & School Spirit

Principal Taylor loves to show how passionate he is towards our Blue Devil school spirit, so at the
first pep rally themed “Hunt the Trenton Tigers,” he dressed all out in camouflage. 

Featured News

Mr. Taylor Likes the Size of CHS

One of the more refreshing things Principal
Taylor mentioned was that he enjoys working in
a smaller district.  "In a larger school, there is
less time to work on positive relationships.  Here
in Celeste, there seems to be an increased focus
on community, not only within the confines of
the brick walls but also running rampant
through the town as a whole,”  Principal Taylor
stated.
written by
Pitchfork Editor Bryce Welch

Mr. Taylor with members of the cheer & drill teams, drum corps, football and
student body supporting the Blue Devils by wearing camo to hunt the Tigers!


